
 

WOLF PHONE SEX  
February 27th – April 7th, 2017  

 
How to Enter, How to Play: 
 
Contest operates Weekdays - February 27th – April 7th, 2017  
 
LISTEN for the WOLF PHONE SEX Que to call Weekdays at @ 7:45 a.m.  
 
The contest line is 306-936-9653 to call in and play the WOLF Phone Sex 
Contest.   
 
104.9 The WOLF will play WOLF PHONE SEX with listeners for their chance 
to win $416!  
 
Listeners call in when they hear the “Phone Sex” cue to call, the 9th caller 
through instantly wins $104. They can either walk away or try to double 
their money by correctly guessing the gender of the next caller on the line.  
 
If caller one guesses correct they win $208, if caller one is incorrect, caller 
two wins their cash ($104) and can double their cash to win $208 if they 
correctly guess the gender of the third caller.  
 

 If caller one correctly guesses both caller two and caller three’s 
gender, caller one wins $416! 
  

 If caller one is incorrect on caller two’s gender, caller two then wins 
their money ($104) and becomes the new contestant to try to double 
their money to $208! 

 

 If caller two is incorrect on the next caller’s gender (which would be 
caller three), caller three wins $208!  

 
Rules and Regulations: 
 

1. Only one entry per-person, per-household from the same address for 
the duration of the contest will be allowed.  

 
2. Listeners that play this contest must use their true, legal name. 

Winner will be disqualified and prize(s) forfeited if they are found to 
be playing this or ANY contest on 104.9 The WOLF under an 
assumed name or alias.  
 



3. In the event of any winner discrepancy, Harvard Broadcasting will 
have the final decision in awarding any of the Grand Prizes 
(whichever prize is chosen). 

 
4. Winning contestants agree that 104.9 The WOLF has full right to use 

their voice/likeness in photos within all means of advertising whether 
it is print, radio or television or social media . 

 
5. WOLF PHONE SEX is treated as a separate contest from all others on 

104.9 The WOLF. In this regard we mean that during the Promotion 
we will allow you to WIN/REGISTER for WOLF PHONE SEX and still 
be allowed/qualified to play any other contest on 104.9 THE WOLF so 
long as you have not won within the last 30 days from your 
household address. 

 
8. Harvard Broadcasting retains the right to amend these rules and 

regulations at any time for any reason. 
 
IMPORTANT - Please note the following: 
.   

With any CFWF/104.9 The WOLF contests, callers will have five (5) seconds 
to respond once the call is answered.  If the telephone line is dead when 
answered by CFWF/104.9, or no audible response is heard, or no one 
responds after five (5) seconds, CFWF/104.9 will answer the next call in 
sequence and the next call in sequence will replace that call.  In the event a 
call is cut off before all personal data is collected, CFWF/104.9 will make its 
best efforts to make contact with the cut off caller provided enough 
personal information was gathered in order to correctly identify the cut off 
caller.  


